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My UnKeynote at #PATC 2017
Challenge accepted... Answers for all in eight slides!
by Jaime Almansa a minute ago
JAIME ALMANSA @JAIMEALMANSA · 7 HOURS AGO
Hi, I’m Jaime and just left @JASArqueologia to work for @IncipitCSIC with a postdoc contract to
research on #heritage #management in the Mediterranean. Welcome to this #keynote for #PATC
and thanks for coming. pic.twitter.com/f6jtUKUsfd

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LORNA-JANE RICHARDSON @LORNARICHARDSON · 7 HOURS AGO
@JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC pic.twitter.com/JGPERNYVFP

Jaime Almansa
@JaimeAlmansa
7 HOURS AGO
@JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC In this presentation I will dare to answer all 8 issues for this
second #PATC starting with a question... What is an archaeologist? (& while you try to answer… to
the issue)

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JAIME ALMANSA @JAIMEALMANSA · 7 HOURS AGO
@JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC 1. Can non-archaeologists do #archaeology? Short answer: NO
Long answer: No, but... it all depends on what we deﬁne as archaeology & archaeologist. Digging is
easy, building knowledge not that much. Maybe some archaeologists are not really archaeologists
either. #PATC pic.twitter.com/fmOmkH1b2o

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JAIME ALMANSA @JAIMEALMANSA · 7 HOURS AGO
@JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC 2. (How) can #archaeology make a difference in the world? It can,
and we MUST pursue it. Down in the slide a small example from years ago in Ethiopia.
Decontaminating a river using heritage to lobby the authorities. Go for your examples! (I wanna
hear) #PATC pic.twitter.com/ty3Pz3N2a7

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JAIME ALMANSA @JAIMEALMANSA · 7 HOURS AGO
@JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC 3. Can #archaeology intervene in politics? It has always done so...
even unconsciously, so why not? Being political is not being partial or giving up the 'science'. It is
just making your work meaningful in the public sphere. #PATC pic.twitter.com/FPUMocdsaN

Jaime Almansa
@JaimeAlmansa
7 HOURS AGO
@JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC 4. Are academics and professionals all ‘archaeologists’? Seriously,
still with this debate? I am not even doing a slide for this. YES. As long as we do #archaeology, we
are archaeologists. End of the story... #PATC

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JAIME ALMANSA @JAIMEALMANSA · 7 HOURS AGO
@JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC 5. Is #archaeology inherently elitist? We have always been a
bourgeois activity for the enjoyment of the cultivated. Still lack tools (generally) to engage others,
so yes. Now, shouldn't our role be more social? YES. Many things to improve yet. #PATC
pic.twitter.com/MFDqluHcHF

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JAIME ALMANSA @JAIMEALMANSA · 7 HOURS AGO
@JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC 6. #Archaeology is by who for who? Before I said that
archaeologists do archaeology, so it is by archaeologists for many different publics. Participation?
This is another topic (& of course). Maybe we should stop thinking about these dichotomies and
share. #PATC pic.twitter.com/J5m4UmMcZO

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JAIME ALMANSA @JAIMEALMANSA · 7 HOURS AGO
@JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC 7. Is it ok to exclude anyone from our work? Anyone who wants to
get involved in #archaeology should have an opportunity, but sometimes accessibility is a physical
problem. Not all projects are suitable for all, but as a collective we should work for inclusion. #PATC
pic.twitter.com/FEP4GTPwaX

Jaime Almansa
@JaimeAlmansa
7 HOURS AGO
@JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC 8. What are we doing to make an equitable #archaeology? Is it
enough? #pubarch is still a minority within the discipline... and in general terms we don't do
much. Therefore, not enough. If we recognize the social role of archaeology, then we need action.
(1/4) #PATC

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Jaime Almansa
@JaimeAlmansa
7 HOURS AGO
@JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC 8. (2/4) First, stop fighting among us for stupid tags. We need a
strong #archaeology where all parts count. The more processual and classic, as well as the more
political and engaging. Academics and professionals. Archaeologists and amateurs. We need each
other. #PATC

Jaime Almansa
@JaimeAlmansa
7 HOURS AGO
@JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC 8. (3/4) Second, those of us who believe our duty is with people...
let's forget about everything else and fight for it! They will do #archaeology and we will do
#pubarch (or however you wanna call it). Make an impact! Engage! Share! #PATC

JAIME ALMANSA @JAIMEALMANSA · 7 HOURS AGO
@JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC 8. (4/4) And ﬁnally, let's open up for real. As said, #archaeology is
not (just) digging, so there are many ways to get involved and we just need to be imaginative and
make our place within the most traditional practice... #PATC pic.twitter.com/KmXItZu2NE

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Jaime Almansa
@JaimeAlmansa
7 HOURS AGO
@JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC So now, before finishing, I would like to ask another question...
Which of these statements would >better< describe #archaeology for you? (only 4 options sorry)
(It is a tricky question, so feel free to answer with a different one or comment) #PATC

JAIME ALMANSA @JAIMEALMANSA · 7 HOURS AGO
@JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC If you clicked ‘All of the above (& more)’ now realise the
superarchaeologist does not exist. So, let’s work together for a better #archaeology, equitable and
meaningful. Thanks a lot… this was Jaime from London. Open for debate whenever you want.
#PATC pic.twitter.com/sLdqXp2wyO

LHEN CBA
@cba_lhen
7 HOURS AGO
@JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC CBA LHEN are actively involved in advocacy,
the whole project is about a… twitter.com/i/web/status/9…

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LHEN CBA
@cba_lhen
7 HOURS AGO
@JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC Giving people, no matter how experienced, the
guidance to be involved is… twitter.com/i/web/status/9…

Jaime Almansa
@JaimeAlmansa
7 HOURS AGO
@cba_lhen @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC Do you have a link? Might be useful for colleagues :)

LHEN CBA
@cba_lhen
@JaimeAlmansa · 7 HOURS AGO
@JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC Yes of course, my glaring ommission!
new.archaeologyuk.org/local-heritage…

Lorna-Jane Richardson
@lornarichardson
7 HOURS AGO
@JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC Thanks Jaime! A great #PATC paper - a
question comes to mind... is all a… twitter.com/i/web/status/9…

Jaime Almansa
@JaimeAlmansa
7 HOURS AGO
@lornarichardson @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC We make #archaeology public as much as we
want... and all archaeology has the potential to be #pubarch however, it is not such essentially. i.e.
Mate studying flint typology and just that is not... but his work can (must) be used too

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Jaime Almansa
@JaimeAlmansa
7 HOURS AGO
@lornarichardson @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC This brings us back to the professionalization
issue... Not all have to be #pubarch but aware that it exists and is essential for our projects. So
maybe better than archaeologists specialized in pubarch as you can be in neolithic pottery or C14,
join teams with that purpose.

James Dixon
@James__Dixon
7 HOURS AGO
@lornarichardson @JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC IF you don't mind taking two
q's at once, I'm all about… twitter.com/i/web/status/9…

Jaime Almansa
@JaimeAlmansa
7 HOURS AGO
@James__Dixon @lornarichardson @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC When preparing the draft for
a labour agreement in Madrid with @AMTTArq we agreed that either the title or relevant practice
could bring you in up to a level (not directing). However law is not that inclusive for us.

Jaime Almansa
@JaimeAlmansa
7 HOURS AGO
@James__Dixon @lornarichardson @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC @AMTTArq This topic is
however delicate and cannot be dealt with generally. Personally, it has to do with the capacity to
document and interpret the archaeological record... everything else are either titled archaeologists
doing other stuff or general people helping us.

James Dixon
@James__Dixon
7 HOURS AGO
@JaimeAlmansa @lornarichardson @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC @AMTTArq What about in a
non-professional context? I ha… twitter.com/i/web/status/9…

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Jaime Almansa
@JaimeAlmansa
7 HOURS AGO
@James__Dixon @lornarichardson @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC @AMTTArq Problem is this
situation cannot happen in most countries... but as said, it is a delicate (and fluid) topic. Happy to
hear the example :)

Sarah Howard
@SusHeritage
7 HOURS AGO
.@JaimeAlmansa is right there is a *but*. Everyone can get involved with archaeo, but shouldn't do
down those who work to make that happen!

Gabe Moshenska
@GabeMoshenska
@JaimeAlmansa · 6 HOURS AGO
@JaimeAlmansa @lornarichardson @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC I really like this! #pubarch
can be a profession like #scicomm but also an activity that some archaeologists engage in as part of
their work - also like #scicomm. Agree awareness and open-mindedness within the profession is
key! #PATC

Lorna-Jane Richardson
@lornarichardson
6 HOURS AGO
@GabeMoshenska @JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC hold that thought brb

Gabe Moshenska
@GabeMoshenska
@JaimeAlmansa · 6 HOURS AGO
@lornarichardson @JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC "Is all archaeology public
archaeology?" Hmm! Reminder that #pubarch is a practice, a process, a profession - and also the
SUBJECT of each of those! We could get v semantic here if we wanted to... another time maybe.
#PATC

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Gabe Moshenska
@GabeMoshenska
6 HOURS AGO
@JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC Can non-archaeologists do #archaeology? No.
Because the minute they star… twitter.com/i/web/status/9…

Jaime Almansa
@JaimeAlmansa
6 HOURS AGO
@GabeMoshenska @lornarichardson @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC Totally agree...

Lorna-Jane Richardson
@lornarichardson
6 HOURS AGO
@JaimeAlmansa @GabeMoshenska @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC shhh, there's a paper on

Gabe Moshenska
@GabeMoshenska
6 HOURS AGO
@lornarichardson @JaimeAlmansa Sorry! [not sorry]

Lorna-Jane Richardson
@lornarichardson
6 HOURS AGO
@JaimeAlmansa @GabeMoshenska @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC Anyway, I was going to ask,
do you need an MA in pubarch… twitter.com/i/web/status/9…

Gabe Moshenska
@GabeMoshenska
@JaimeAlmansa · 6 HOURS AGO
@lornarichardson @JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC I think of it like education.
Lots of people 'do education', formally and informally. Some people have a natural flair for
teaching, and some learn how. And for everyone, training/studying/CPD can help you become
better at it, and act as a 'way in'.

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Jaime Almansa
@JaimeAlmansa
6 HOURS AGO
@lornarichardson @GabeMoshenska @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC Sometimes not even a
masters solves it XD

Lorna-Jane Richardson
@lornarichardson
6 HOURS AGO
@GabeMoshenska @JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC So how can public
archaeology thinking get out into the r… twitter.com/i/web/status/9…

Lorna-Jane Richardson
@lornarichardson
6 HOURS AGO
@JaimeAlmansa @GabeMoshenska @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC Given how much it hurt
paying for it

Gabe Moshenska
@GabeMoshenska
@JaimeAlmansa · 6 HOURS AGO
@lornarichardson @JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC Good starting point might be
creating free, user-friendly learning resources for archaeologist who want to do different forms of
#pubarch (BAJR already has some!)

Lorna-Jane Richardson
@lornarichardson
6 HOURS AGO
@GabeMoshenska @JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC And CPD training (not so
free)

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Gabe Moshenska
@GabeMoshenska
6 HOURS AGO
@lornarichardson @JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC Well if it follows the
Shanks/McGuire "craft" model it could be

Jaime Almansa
@JaimeAlmansa
6 HOURS AGO
@lornarichardson @GabeMoshenska @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC We have to try... everyday
in our daily practice. If there was a magic solution it would be great. From my experience in Spain
it is mainly a matter of insisting everywhere, all the time, with a discourse that seems appealing
#PATC

Lorna-Jane Richardson
@lornarichardson
6 HOURS AGO
@GabeMoshenska @JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC Bespoke

Gabe Moshenska
@GabeMoshenska
6 HOURS AGO
@lornarichardson @JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC It's how I learned. From Neil
Faulkner mostly

Lorna-Jane Richardson
@lornarichardson
6 HOURS AGO
@JaimeAlmansa @GabeMoshenska @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC You got to be heard though.
And being a woman doing pubar… twitter.com/i/web/status/9…

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Lorna-Jane Richardson
@lornarichardson
6 HOURS AGO
@GabeMoshenska @JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC Thinking about how, say, the
@archaeologyuk could be invo… twitter.com/i/web/status/9…

Gabe Moshenska
@GabeMoshenska
6 HOURS AGO
@lornarichardson @JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC Sometimes this shit is
ignorable. Obviously not always!

Jaime Almansa
@JaimeAlmansa
6 HOURS AGO
@lornarichardson @GabeMoshenska @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC As Rai Karl would say:
‘speak louder!’ Initiatives like last year’s workshop help... but sadly a structural problem in society :
(

Lorna-Jane Richardson
@lornarichardson
6 HOURS AGO
@JaimeAlmansa @GabeMoshenska @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC You mean 'as men would
say* ;)

Gabe Moshenska
@GabeMoshenska
6 HOURS AGO
@lornarichardson @JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC For men doing #pubarch you
get sneers that it's 'girly'… twitter.com/i/web/status/9…

Lorna-Jane Richardson
@lornarichardson
6 HOURS AGO
@GabeMoshenska @JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC Patriarchy eh?

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Gabe Moshenska
@GabeMoshenska
6 HOURS AGO
@lornarichardson @JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC And its idiot son, knuckle-
dragging archaeo-masculinity

Lorna-Jane Richardson
@lornarichardson
5 HOURS AGO
@GabeMoshenska @JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC But, shovelling...

Past for the Present
@PastforthePrsnt
6 HOURS AGO
@lornarichardson @GabeMoshenska @JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC #pubarch
to be an essential part of ever… twitter.com/i/web/status/9…

bitter mountain troll 
@mxmoireabh
6 HOURS AGO
@JaimeAlmansa @James__Dixon @lornarichardson @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC
@AMTTArq No question here (as of right no… twitter.com/i/web/status/9…

Tristan theorises for breakfast...
@Anarchaeologist
5 HOURS AGO
@JaimeAlmansa @lornarichardson @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC But there can be jack of all
trades - I think that ther… twitter.com/i/web/status/9…

Lorna-Jane Richardson
@lornarichardson
5 HOURS AGO
@Anarchaeologist @JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC I don't think there is an
either/or - I was being provo… twitter.com/i/web/status/9…

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Tristan theorises for breakfast...
@Anarchaeologist
5 HOURS AGO
@JaimeAlmansa @lornarichardson @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC Oops there's more to this
thread above - pinch of salt on my above comment

Tristan theorises for breakfast...
@Anarchaeologist
5 HOURS AGO
@lornarichardson @JaimeAlmansa @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC Provocation is necessary,
disruption, questioning wheth… twitter.com/i/web/status/9…

Marta Alberti
@ArcheoAlberti
17 MINUTES AGO
Luckily I believe tools for #engagement are developing at greater speed and with greater effect
than in the past. IMO the trick is not to stop pushing just because things are going in the right
direction! #PATC twitter.com/JaimeAlmansa/s…

Sally Rodgers
@HeeleyHeritage
8 MINUTES AGO
@JaimeAlmansa @lornarichardson @JASArqueologia @IncipitCSIC @JaimeAlmansa wonderful!
#PATC

